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Hand protectin
g -

   the save way!“

FLASH PRO PREMIUM
   The protective glove for heavy duty fire 
   service operations.
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FLASH PRO PREMIUM
  This protective glove for firemen offers individual protection and 
  a high level of safety, regardless of the requirement.

>> deflectable Velcro closure on 
     the opening of the gauntlet

>> gathered padding in the finger,  
     thumb and knuckle areas 

FLASH PRO & FLASH
  ... whether for fighting fires or for the emergency auxilary services 
     – always the right protective glove! 

CATEGORY  Firemen’s protective glove in accordance 
   with EN 659:2003
MATERIAL  KEVLAR®, Nomex®, Needlona®

SIZES   7 - 12
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TS CATEGORY  Firemen’s protective glove in accordance 
   with EN 659:2003
MATERIAL  KEVLAR®, Nomex®, Needlona®, fire service leather
SIZES   7 - 12

FA
C

TS
KEVLAR® and Nomex® are brands of E.I. du Pont de Nemours and Company. 

palm FLASH PRO: reversible knitted fabric 
made of 60% meta-aramid/40% KEVLAR® 
with a silicone coating
the back of the hand and gauntlet: fabric made
of 50% Nomex® anti-static / 50% FR viscose  
gathered padding in the knuckle area
palm and the back of the hand FLASH: 
fireproof, black ox grain leather
gauntlet made from heat-resistant split (hide) 
leather, common features with FLASH PRO & 
FLASH: 
Eurotex® insert as a moisture barrier (PU membrane)
Needlona® heat protection felt made from 
100% para-aramid heat insulation
interlock knit made from para-aramid as 
additional protection against cuts and 
insulation in the hand part 
gauntlet insulation is made from 
70% Nomex®/ 30% FR viscose 
3M reflective stripes (yellow / silver / yellow) 
on the back of the gauntlet
deflectable Velcro closure on the opening of 
the gauntlet
karabiner hook and an eyelet for fastening 
onto a belt 
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As a textile firemen’s glove, FLASH PRO uses a blend of 
materials, made up of Nomex® and a silicone doubleface 
knit (60% meta-aramid/40% KEVLAR®). Gathered padding in 
the thumb, finger and knuckle areas provides an air cushion 
which insulates well against radiant heat. Thanks to the use of 
the Eurotex insert, the glove resists water. 

Through its fire-proof, black grain leather, the FLASH leather 
variant offers a glove which is secure and comfortable to wear. 
Additionally, as a heat insulator, Needlona® heat protection 
felt guards the glove from thermal impact. FLASH comes 
into its own, especially in operations where the auxiliary 
services take centre stage: Robust, heat-resistant grain leather 
optimally protects against mechanical hazards and ensures a 
long service life. 

The FLASH PRO PREMIUM is the logical development 
of the FLASH PRO - the protective glove for heavy-duty fire 
service work. Improved, additional padding in the thumb 
and finger area offers increased insulation properties to 
protect against radiant heat. 

The new type of silicone coating on the palm and the back 
of the hand ensures a perfect grip. It is also flexible enough 
to ensure high mobility and allows the user to touch surfaces 
exceptionally well. The glove is washable at 60 degrees.

 

palm and the back of the hand: reversible 
knitted fabric made of 60% meta-aramid / 
40% KEVLAR® with a new type of silicone 
coating

gauntlet: 
fabric is made from 50% Nomex® antistatic / 
50% FR viscose  

Eurotex® insert as a moisture barrier 
(PU membrane)

gathered padding in the finger, thumb 
and knuckle areas
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